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Abstract. Predicting the outcome of a legal process has recently gained consid-
erable research attention. Numerous attempts have been made to predict the exact
outcome, judgment, charge, and fines of a case given the textual description of its
facts and metadata. However, most of the effort has been focused on Chinese and
European law, for which there exist annotated datasets. In this paper, we introduce
CASELAW4 — a new dataset of 350k common law judicial decisions from the U.S.
Caselaw Access Project, of which 250k have been automatically annotated with bi-
nary outcome labels of AFFIRM or REVERSE by our hybrid learning system. To our
knowledge, it is the first attempt to perform outcome extraction (a) on such a large
volume of English-language judicial opinions, (b) on the Caselaw Access Project
data, and (c) on US State Courts of Appeal cases, and it paves the way to large-scale
outcome prediction and advanced legal analytics using U.S. Case Law. We set up
baseline results for the outcome extraction task on the new dataset, achieving an
F-measure of 82.32%.
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1. Introduction

Legal analytics – the application of computational methods to legal materials – has re-
cently become a topic of global research interest. It offers potential to improve access
to justice, automate repetitive administrative tasks, reduce legal costs, and bring trans-
parency to judicial procedures [4]. Considerable research effort has recently been de-
voted to case outcome prediction — the task of predicting the outcome of a court’s de-
cision in a particular case (i.e., verdict, sentence, charge, or fine) given the factual back-
ground of the case [13,12,17,22,24]. Legal analytics requires a sufficiently large-scale
dataset of case information, including facts and outcomes. However, legal data is usu-
ally stored in textual form with limited metadata. In particular, the outcome of a case is
rarely stated explicitly in the case report and has to be extracted from text manually or
(semi-)automatically.

In this paper, we investigate the problem of large-scale outcome extraction from
common law judicial decisions. We introduce CASELAW4 — a novel dataset of 350k
U.S. decisions from state Courts of Appeal, sourced from the Caselaw Access Project
[8] that are annotated with outcomes. The annotation has been done in part manually but
primarily with a hybrid outcome extraction model that reaches an F-measure of 82.32%.
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Both the annotated data and the model are publicly available, and they act as baselines
for outcome extraction both for opinions from US state Courts of Appeal cases and for
the U.S. case law more generally.

2. Related Work

2.1. Legal Information Extraction

The works on legal information extraction are limited, and they adopt techniques from
general-domain NLP. CAIL2018 [10], the largest publicly available dataset on Chinese
Criminal Law, spurred works in legal event extraction and named entity recognition
[26,30]. Few works focused on extracting particular types of clause sentences, e.g., sen-
tences containing statutory terms [27], confidentiality clauses,2 or even outcome sen-
tences.3 Unfortunately the latter proved to work poorly on appeal outcomes. For U.S.
court data, prior work on outcome extraction has been done manually or semi-manually
using dockets of US Federal Courts [28,29].

2.2. Legal Outcome Prediction

Legal outcome prediction is one of the most actively researched tasks in legal natural
language processing. Previous works focused mostly on European and Chinese law. They
include predicting outcomes in the French Supreme Court [18], in the European Court
of Justice [14,19], and in the European Court of Human Rights [13,12,15,16], as well
as predicting outcomes of criminal cases from the Supreme People’s Court of China
[10,20,21,22,23,24,25]. However, very limited work focused on the U.S. and U.K. law
systems [9,17], and to our knowledge, no attempt has yet been made to predict outcomes
for cases from the CAP dataset [8].

2.3. RNNs and LSTMs

In this section, we motivate our choice of the machine learning algorithm that we used
in Section 4 in order to train a baseline outcome prediction model on the CASELAW4
dataset. Textual documents, such as court proceedings and case reports, are a type of
sequential data. Sequential inputs have two important properties: (1) they do not have
fixed size, and (2) later input typically depends on earlier one. For example, a word at
position t in a sentence may depend on various other words at positions t−n and even at
positions t +m, with n,m > 0.

While in general deep learning models are successfully applied to natural language-
related tasks, one type of deep learning models — recurrent neural networks (RNNs)
— is specifically tailored to handle sequential input. Among various RNN architectures,
long short-term memory (LSTM) models [1] perform particularly well, as they mitigate
the problem of vanishing and exploding gradients in the network. The key component
of an LSTM is the memory cell that contains self-recurrent connection as well as three
gates (input, output, and forget), that regulate which information is kept in the cell, which

2https://github.com/LexPredict/lexpredict-lexnlp
3https://github.com/ICLRandD/Blackstone
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is passed further, and which is ignored, respectively, while the model reads the input text
word by word. Finally, bidirectional LSTMs (bi-LSTMs) [2] are a variation of LSTMs
that read the input twice, in the original and in the reversed order, which allows them
to take into account not only the preceding information, but the information further in
time; this ability is typically beneficial when processing textual data. LSTMs and bi-
LSTMs are considered to be the state-of-the-art models for numerous natural language
processing tasks [5,6,7], including those in the legal domain [19,21,20]. It is reasonable
to expect (bi-)LSTMs to efficiently capture key phrases and words that manifest legal
outcomes in the appeal setting, such as we reverse or is therefore affirmed, hence we
chose bi-LSTMs as baseline models for outcome extraction task (see Section 4).

3. Dataset

The Caselaw Access Project (CAP) is the largest publicly available dataset of U.S. court
decisions [8]. It is maintained by the Harvard Law School. CAP consists of nearly 7
million case reports from all US state, federal, and territorial courts and covers the time
period of 1658−2018. Each report contains metadata on the hearing, court of hearing,
jurisdiction, judges and attorneys, as well as the full text of the court’s decision. Each
report typically contains a review of key facts and previous court rulings, the legal rea-
soning applied by the court, and the verdict; it may also contain corrections and dissent-
ing opinions. The reports are in unstructured form, but occasionally may contain section
headings, e.g., Facts or Conclusion.

We have used a subset of CAP, CASELAW4, that consists of over 350,000 court
case reports from New Mexico, North Carolina, Illinois, and Arkansas Courts of Appeal.
These Courts hear appeals exclusively from lower courts within their respective states,
on matters of domestic state law. The data for these jurisdictions are freely downloadable
from the CAP website.4 An example of a case report from CASELAW4 is presented in
Figure 1. Since each case in CASELAW4 appeals some lower court ruling, the possible
outcomes of each case are as follows:

- the previous ruling is kept as is (AFFIRM);
- the previous ruling is changed/annulled (REVERSE);
- some parts of the previous ruling are kept and some are changed (MIXED);
- the appeal is dismissed (a type of AFFIRM).

We intentionally treat cases with a clear-cut decision (AFFIRM and REVERSE) separately
from more complex ones (MIXED), as it is common to establish outcome prediction
baseline results first on simpler cases and only then move on to more complex, non-
binary ones [13,17], and we foresee this as an avenue for future work.

Table 1 summarizes the dataset statistics, and Table 2 shows the distribution of cases
depending on their length (as measured by the word count of the main body of the
case, without dissenting opinions). As can be seen from Table 2, the cases vary a lot
in length. We assume that the length of a case report is a fair estimation of the case’s
complexity: shorter case reports tend to either reinstate the decision of the first instance
court (AFFIRM) or to give a clear reason why the existing ruling should be reversed

4https://case.law/download/bulk_exports/20200604/by_jurisdiction/case_text_open/
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Table 1. Overview of CASELAW4

New Mexico Arkansas North Carolina Illinois Total

Number of cases 18326 59696 97583 182771 358376

Avg length 2471.67 1545.98 1114.71 1812.33 -
Median length 1940 1262 672 1413 -

Table 2. Number of cases per word count in CASELAW4

Case length New Mexico Arkansas North Carolina Illinois Total

< 200 952 2225 28439 29466 61082
200−500 738 5725 13037 12290 31790
500−1000 2466 14628 19103 25928 62125
1000−2000 5288 21862 20362 52144 99656
2000−5000 7036 14230 14312 53333 88911
> 5000 1846 1026 2330 9610 14812

(REVERSE). On the other hand, longer case reports usually indicate that the decision of
the judges is non-binary (MIXED) and includes multiple sub-orders, or that more com-
plex legal reasoning is involved.

The data in CASELAW4 are stored in JSON format. In addition to the original meta-
data about the case name, date, court, judges, cases cited etc., we annotated a subset
of the cases with the AFFIRM or REVERSE outcome label (see Section 4). Finally, 500
cases from the New Mexico Court of Appeals are manually annotated with the AFFIRM,
REVERSE, or MIXED outcome label as well as with the outcome sentences (also in Sec-
tion 4). The dataset is publicly available on GitHub.5

Figure 1. Example of a case from CASELAW4

4. Outcome Extraction

The first step towards outcome prediction is to extract outcome labels from case reports.
Unfortunately, the original CAP dataset does not formally store the outcome in the case
metadata; the outcome is only mentioned in the text of the hearing. Therefore, one needs

5https://github.com/chinmusique/outcome-prediction
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to extract the outcomes from text manually or automatically. In this section, we outline
the methodology for automatic outcome extraction, explain how sentences containing
the outcome can affect subsequent outcome prediction, and delve into the details of how
the annotated parts of CASELAW4 were achieved.

4.1. Manual Outcome Annotation

As the data in CAP do not contain any outcome labels, we are faced with the so-called
“cold start” problem: to train a model that extracts outcomes from case reports, one needs
to get some labeled data first. For this reason, we randomly selected 500 cases from the
New Mexico Court of Appeals and manually annotated them with one outcome label.
In total, we collected 240 AFFIRM cases (among which 12 are dismissed cases), 159
REVERSE cases, and 101 MIXED cases.

In addition to case-level labels, we annotated each case at the sentence level, identi-
fying sentences that contain the outcome information (e.g., Judgment is affirmed or We
affirm in part and reverse in part). Such outcome sentences usually appear in the sum-
mary and conclusion sections of a report, but may as well appear in the main body of the
case text. Outcome sentences are needed for two reasons: on the one hand, at extraction
time, pre-filtering outcome sentences leads to more accurate outcome extraction in our
setting (more on it below); on the other hand, at prediction time, it is important to remove
explicit mentions of the outcome from the case report, so that the results are not biased.

The annotation process was performed using the web-based annotator system from
Cognitiv+ [11].6 All annotations are made available on GitHub7.

4.2. Outcome Extraction Methodology

We split the process of extracting the outcome from a case into two steps. First, we
select all the sentences in the case report that contain the outcome description (e.g., The
chancellor’s order for alimony will be continued until final decree is entered on remand
of the cause. In other respects the decree will be affirmed.), then we decide on the final
outcome based on the pre-filtered sentences only (e.g., AFFIRM). The first step uses a
deep learning model, while the second step uses simple keyword matching. The choice
for such architecture is motivated by the following.

- We could not use a deep learning model to accurately extract outcomes from the
full case report (as opposed to outcome sentences only), since there is simply not enough
training data: 500 annotated cases are too few to train all the weights and parameters of
a complex RNN.

- We could not perform simple keyword matching on the full texts either: since
the primary purpose of outcome extraction is to label cases before outcome prediction,
the labels must be sufficiently accurate, so as not to propagate the annotation error fur-
ther to the predictor. As discussed in Section 4.4, the keywords and patterns need to be
quite generic, so that we account for different writing styles in multiple jurisdictions, and
those vary a lot. If we use a set of more specific patterns (e.g., we accordingly affirm
or defendant’s conviction is reversed), a lot of outcomes are omitted. While experiment-

6https://cognitivplus.com/graybox
7https://github.com/chinmusique/outcome-prediction
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Precision Recall F-measure

OUTCOME 97.90 95.89 96.89
NON-OUTCOME 96.49 98.21 97.35

Total 97.15 97.13 97.13

Table 3. Performance of the sentence classification model (%)

ing with sets of phrase-based patterns, we were unable to reach the F-measure higher
than 81.32%, due to low recall. Conversely, as we reduced the set of patterns towards
the outcome keywords affirm, reverse, remand, and dismiss, the percentage of outcomes
matched by the patterns increased. However, the precision drops: keyword patterns tend
to also match legal facts and reasoning, such as in In Ark. S&L Bd. v. Grant Cty. S&L,
supra, the issue was not presented and we affirmed, or It is contended by appellant that
the judgment should be reversed, or Under Rule 6(c), this court shall not affirm or re-
vert a case based on an abbreviated record. Simple keyword matching over full reports
would have inferred that the outcomes for the above examples are AFFIRM, REVERSE,
and MIXED, respectively, although it is not the case.
The two-step procedure of first selecting the outcome sentences and then inferring the
outcome aims to balance the precision and recall of outcome extraction, while reaching
a near perfect annotation quality (see Section 4.3).

- Finally, we are unable to use complex statistical models in the second step of the
extraction process for an already familiar reason: 500 annotated cases are still not enough
to train an accurate deep learning model.

4.3. Sentence Classification

In order to develop a sentence-level classifier that identifies whether a given sentence
contains the outcome information, we split the 500 annotated cases into individual sen-
tences and labeled all non-outcome sentences with the NON-OUTCOME class. For exam-
ple, in the following excerpt from a CAP case report, the first sentence is non-outcome,
while the second sentence mentions the outcome:
The sole question raised on appeal is whether the district court erred in determining that
Defendant was subject to being sentenced as a fourth-time DWI offender instead of a
third-time offender (NON-OUTCOME). For the reasons discussed herein, we affirm the
district court’s judgment and sentence (OUTCOME).

In total, we got 92k sentences, including 1455 outcome sentences and 90.8k non-
outcome sentences. We then re-balanced the dataset by limiting the NON-OUTCOME

class to 1455 randomly selected sentences with the corresponding label; the final
sentence-level dataset consisted of 2910 sentences.

We formulated the task of identifying the outcome sentences as a binary classifica-
tion problem, split the sentences into training, validation, and test sets by the 8:1:1 ratio,
and trained a series of bi-LSTM models. The hyperparameters were chosen from embed-
ding size {200, 300, 2000}, input size {100, 300}, and hidden layer dimensions {50, 100,
128}. The top performing classification model is a bi-LSTM with a single hidden layer
of size 50 that uses Adam optimiser [3] and has the following parameters: learning rate
0.001, embedding size 200, input size 100, and 10 epochs. It achieves an F-measure of
97.13%. Performance details of the sentence classification model are outlined in Table 3.
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All experiments were implemented in PyTorch and performed on a MacBook Air
laptop with macOS 10.14, 1.6 GHz Intel Core i5 processor, and 16 GB 2133 MHz
LPDDR3 memory.

4.4. Outcome Extraction

Once the outcome sentences are extracted, we apply simple keyword-based patterns to
identify the final outcome contained in the sentences, since it does not make sense to
use data-hungry deep learning models on such a small sample of hand-annotated data.
The patterns are straightforward and function as follows: if the pre-filtered sentences
contain a token affirm or dismiss, the outcome is AFFIRM; if they contain a token reverse,
the outcome is REVERSE; if both affirm/dismiss and reverse are present, the outcome is
MIXED.

The above patterns prove to work extremely well, once the outcome sentences are
filtered out correctly (although they are not able to work on their own, as they would not
differentiate between outcomes like Judgment affirmed on all accounts and recitals of
previous decisions of the appeal like Judgment affirmed by the previous court ruling; see
Section 4.2). The sentence classification model is easily trained on data coming from the
same jurisdiction. However, the precision and recall drop when we transfer the model
to cases from other jurisdictions. Most mistakes in annotation stem from the fact that
different jurisdictions use different wordings and writing styles to record the same thing.
This might involve the out-of-vocabulary problem: New Mexico judges do not typically
use phrases like motion allowed or petition denied to pinpoint the outcome. Errors might
as well stem from grammatical variability: while in our training set, most outcomes are
expressed through constructs like we affirm/reverse and not through order will be af-
firmed/reversed, the LSTM model did not have enough training data to generalize be-
yond the writing style of one jurisdiction, i.e., New Mexico. As a result, AFFIRM and
REVERSE cases are not recognized, but are automatically assigned to the MIXED cate-
gory, and we were not able to achieve an F-measure higher than 60% in our empirical
evaluation.

Since our outcome extraction procedure is used primarily for the purpose of an-
notating large volumes of cases from CASELAW4, the accuracy of outcome extrac-
tion must be the highest possible, and 60% is not enough. Therefore, we augmented
the sentence classification model with one additional step, also pattern-based. The
idea is simple: to help deep learning generalize across jurisdictions in the absence of
enough labeled data, we pair its predictions with unambiguous patterns that univo-
cally signal the final outcome but might not have yet been captured by the model.
We can easily come up with these patterns from domain expertise. If such a sentence-
level pattern is matched, the sentence is labeled with the respective outcome dis-
regarding the statistically predicted label. The sentence-level patterns that we used
are: The trial/district court’s order/judgment/decision/conviction is affirmed/reversed,
The order/judgment/decision/conviction of the district/trial court is affirmed/reversed,
We affirm the order/judgment/decision/conviction of the district/trial court, and Af-
firmed/Reversed/Dismissed/Error/No error.

We validated the hybrid outcome extraction model by manually checking the labels
of 100 randomly selected cases, 25 per jurisdiction. The weighted average F-measure
of the outcome extraction model is 82.32%. Tables 4 and 5 outline the detailed results
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Precision Recall F-measure

AFFIRM 93.18 78.85 85.42
REVERSE 100.00 80.77 89.36
MIXED 54.29 86.36 66.67

Total 86.40 81.00 82.32

Table 4. Performance of the outcome extraction model (%)

Predicted label
AFFIRM REVERSE MIXED

Tr
ue

la
be

l

AFFIRM 41 0 11
REVERSE 0 21 5
MIXED 3 0 19

Table 5. Confusion matrix

Outcome type New Mexico Arkansas North Carolina Illinois Total

AFFIRM 8707 33202 44022 85706 171637
REVERSE 4961 14912 16694 47933 84500
Not annotated 4658 11582 36867 49132 102239

Table 6. Number of cases per outcome type

of model validation and the confusion matrix, respectively. They demonstrate that the
single most important source of errors is the AFFIRM cases that are classified as MIXED,
which in turn affects the overall performance of the model. While the average precision
of 86.4% would be sub-optimal for large-scale outcome extraction and case annotation,
if we only focus on the AFFIRM and REVERSE classes, the weighted average precision
will be 95.45%. This is the reason why our final annotations only contain AFFIRM and
REVERSE, which we consider reliable.

4.5. Automated CASELAW4 Annotation

Finally, we used the outcome extraction model to annotate cases in CASELAW4. Since
we aim for reliable, high-quality annotations, and precision is much more important than
recall, we only keep the predicted labels AFFIRM and REVERSE, and we leave unlabeled
the cases for which the predicted outcome is MIXED. In total, the number of labeled
classes in CASELAW4 are 171637 for AFFIRM and 8450 for REVERSE; 102239 cases are
left without outcome annotation. Table 6 outlines the distribution of outcome types per
jurisdiction.

4.6. Lessons Learned

Outcome extraction from cases of appeal proves to be a non-trivial task. While at first
glance it seems that the ways outcomes are manifested in text are quite repetitive and
pattern-like (a judgment/order/conviction/sentence is affirmed/reversed/dismissed), there
is no one straightforward way to extract outcomes automatically with high quality, for
two reasons. Patterns may work well on a coherent, homogeneous set of cases, i.e., those
coming from the same court. However, the language in general and the outcome sen-
tences in particular vary a lot across courts, judges, and jurisdictions. This variability
may be captured with patterns or statistical models—but for that, considerable amounts
of cases from diverse sources need to be analyzed and annotated manually. The labelled
data bottleneck is one of the reasons why legal outcome prediction for English language
is not yet as developed as the one for Chinese language [10]. The current work aims to
remedy this problem with a combination of pattern- and deep learning-based approaches,
as well as to open the discussion about the value of structured legal data.
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5. Summary and Outlook

This paper presents the baseline for extracting legal outcomes from the US Case Law.
The main contributions of this work are the annotated dataset of English language court
cases with the outcomes explicitly stated in the metadata, as well as the baseline model
for outcome extraction for state Courts of Appeal cases using the Caselaw Access Project
data. The new dataset CASELAW4 contains both automatic and manual annotations, and
acts as the first step towards outcome prediction and advanced legal analytics for the
English language legal documents, and for US state Courts of Appeal in particular.

Additionally, the work provides valuable insights into the problem of automatic an-
notation of legal cases. In the absence of large numbers of hand-annotated data, high-
quality information extraction such as outcome extraction requires a combination of sta-
tistical learning and pattern matching. While deep learning models can typically gen-
eralize patterns appearing in texts, in the setting of labeled data deficiency, they work
best when they (a) are paired with keyword- and phrase-based patterns, and (b) “mimic”
keyword matching by utilizing few parameters and a small encoding size. The intuition
behind it is to make them learn outcome patterns quicker. This way, the models are still
versatile and are able to account for linguistic ambiguity and variability, while learning
the key outcome features from little data.

The current work can be advanced in several directions. Firstly, the CASELAW4
dataset could be used in a number of prediction models, from more complex LSTMs to
transformers to pre-trained language models. Since the problem of legal outcome pre-
diction is a highly complex problem that relies on numerous factors, sophisticated deep
learning models show promising results [12,19,25]. Secondly, it is important to further
improve outcome extraction, to go beyond the binary system of AFFIRM and REVERSE

labels and to move to more granular MIXED cases. Lastly, it is essential to further im-
prove the outcome extraction quality by handling the linguistic variance in writing styles
across courts and jurisdictions .
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